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Abstract: The purpose of this research is to automatically
identify normal and abnormal mitral leaflets in an apical
four-chamber view.one of the widely spread valvular diseases is
mitral valve disease in underdeveloped countries, still a burden for
health sociality as well as countries. around 80 percent of valvular
diseases are mitral valve disease problems. As far as World Heart
Foundation Guidelines are concerned, It is totally based on mitral
leaflets morphology. Due to the dependency on the sonographer's
experience, it is highly subjective for argument. Measurement of
thickness of leaflets, calcification detection, the pliability of
leaflets required high experience about echocardiography as well
as morphology. The motive of this research is to automatically
identify the normal or abnormal mitral valve. If there is an
abnormality in mitral leaflets then further investigation needed
otherwise there is no further investigation that means measuring
thickness, mitral valve area should not be required to measure.
This research consists of two parts first automatically localize the
region of interest second classifies the mitral leaflets whether
normal or abnormal for localization yolo3 model mechanism with
custom backend instead of darknet is used for taking area of
interest automatically and for classification of normal and
abnormal mitral leaflets, proposed pipeline is used, having f1,
mAp score, and other matrices have measured.PR and ROC
curves are drowned to support the results in the evaluation. the
motive of this research is to serve nonexpert to identify
abnormalities in mitral leaflets and sonographers to assess more
efficiently. We used the Apical four-chamber view for this
research.
Keywords: Object detection,
classification, abnormalities.
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I. INTRODUCTION
99 percent of cases of abnormal mitral leaflets are RHD
(Rheumatic Hear Dieses). In developing countries,
Rheumatic heart disease (RHD) is due to Acute rheumatic
fever, having the main cause of autoimmune response to
group A streptococcal pharyngitis infection. since using
hygiene food and availability of modern antibiotics treatment
of such disease, there are very few cases of RHD observed,
but RHD is still a big burden in the countries who are under
development or undeveloped countries, it is mainly
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responsible for cardiovascular morbidity and mortality in
patients [1]. The outcome RHD is Mitral mixed lesions,
mitral regurgitation (MR) and Mitral Stenosis (MS), which
leads to heart failure. RHD can be accurately and easily
clinically detected or diagnosed only by echocardiography.
In the previous 25-years RHD spawn over globally [2],
patients of RHD, have lost of
life years
and 323500 death were estimated alone in 2015 due to it.
Although estimations were fallen significantly due to data
unavailability of very fewer regions around the globe,
misdiagnosis and not inclusion of subclinical RHD in the
study lead to death. These aspects must not be overlooked
due to facts coming out from studies [3], every 3 out of 10
clinical RHD cases exists sub-clinical disease and it cannot
be ruled out. in the early stage of RHD treatment is possible
without compromising much with health situations.
Availability of portable echocardiography system, drastically
increase in the rate of identification RHD WHF (World Heart
Federation) has proposed guidelines for the assessment of
RHD through echocardiography modality [4]. RHD It mostly
affects heart muscles, the heart’s valves, mostly its leaflets.
Assessment of RHD through WHF guidelines for
echocardiography based upon functional and morphological
ways for mitral leaflets. Brightness mode (B mode) is used
for identifying the mobility and morphology of mitral leaflets
in echocardiography view of mitral valve mobility and
morphology are assessed using brightness mode (B Mode) of
the apical four-chamber view (A4C) views abnormal and
normal leaflets are shown in Fig. 1a and 1b.
Due to higher inter-observer variability assessment of the
Mitral valve is performed by studying AMVL (Anterior
Mitral Valve Leaflet) instead of PMVL (Posterior Mitral
Valve Leaflet [4]. Studies of mitral valve recommend that the
most affected part of mitral leaflets is of its tip [5]. In
underdeveloping and undeveloped country assessment, a
higher operator’s experience and a lot of time required which
is very difficult to manage, the prime goal of this research to
minimize the dependency upon operators in screening
settings, and also to reduce subjectivity, for the improvement
of diagnosis. Echocardiographic images are highly affected
by signal dropout speckles, shadows, and attenuation. Images
are also affected by the correct gain setting and individual
operator which may lead to the wrong diagnosis. The authors
proposed a pipeline to locate mitral leaflets in an apical
four-chamber view with classifying them. Mitral leaflets
which are useful to determine abnormalities rheumatic,
congenital, degenerative leaflets in figure2.
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beginning of systole, mid systole and end-systole of the left
ventricle to capture mitral leaflets thus 400 images chosen for
training and 30 for testing having 15 rheumatic and 15
non-rheumatics with 623 images. Data annotation is done by
experienced sonographers using labelimg [26] tool which is
freely available on GitHub. Interobserver variability is not
significant by observing the length of leaflets and their
opening width. classification of mitral leaflets ais also
categorized by an experienced sonographer.
IV. YOLO3
Figure 1a

Figure 1b
II.

LITERATURE SURVEY

In the past four years various researches on object detection.
localization and classification of objects in either space, time
or both have done. [9] For the identification of a landmark on
the distal femur surface by using /CNNs2D MRI slices are
used.[10] They did reformulate the problem to localized the
regions of interest (ROIs) around anatomical regions
(descending aorta, aortic arch, and heart) using 3D CT
volume by results with 3D rectangular bounding box. [11]
authors used pre-trained CNNs with RBM to reformulate the
problem. [12] used CNNs for landmark locations, for it they
used directly regression and used mapping, each landmark,
ground truth data and for training and prediction by network
landmark maps are performed by Gaussian representation.
For the detection of landmark, the authors used reinforcement
learning [13] for reducing the complexity of the model [14]
used the method that decomposed 3D bleeding in the
brain.[18] used 3D CNN. [19] used the learning method of
weakly supervise for the detection of nodules in lesions in
mammography and chest radiography. [20] used CNNs for
the detection of thyroid papillary cancer in thyroid ultrasound
to detect thyroid papillary cancer. Reformulation of the same
problem done by [21]. [22] authors used inceptionv3 for the
detection of thyroid nodules by using the Inceptionv3 model
in ultrasound.[23] compare different models for the detection
of regional wall motion abnormalities. [24] authors used 3D
CNNs for the classification of ejection fraction. [25] they
used CNNs for different echo view classification.
III. DATA COLLECTION AND ANNOTATIONS
Data is collected from cosy care hospital, Ranchi, Jharkhand,
India under informed consent of all subjects. A total of 30
videos is taken from 30 different subjects having 10
rheumatics and 20 non-rheumatics with age from 15-70
years. Total 400 images obtained by taking during the
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Authors named it “You only look once”, faster among
another object detection model like SSD, RetinaNet.
Although it is not the most accurate algorithm for object
detection but due to less inference time it is one of the best
choices to select without losing much accuracy. It is better,
stronger but not faster than yolo2 due to backend DarkNet53,
which makes it more complex but makes more accurate. The
problem with yolo2 was unable to detect smaller objects,
which overcome by yolo3. Backend used by yolo3 is
DarkNet53 figure 3, which has a 53-layer network, which
trained on Imagenet. For the better in detection, 53 layers
were added into DarkNet19, which results in 106-layer FCN
architecture for YOLO v3. Figure 2 shows the architecture of
the yolo3 CNN model which is like FPN architecture.
Figure 3 shows yolo3 detect an object on three different
scales it is its salient features. YOLO is an FCN and its output
is 1 x 1 kernel of the feature map. In YOLO v3, for the
detection process, 1 x 1 detection kernels on feature maps are
used with three different sizes and three different places in
the network.
Fundamentally in Yolo, the given image is partitioned into
S×S grid cells, every grid cell predicts one and only one
object. In each grid cell,
convolution into three one-dimensional CNN for the
detection bifurcation of the carotid artery. For the detection
of the aortic valve in TEE, the authors used a method of deep
learning called sparse adaptive [13]. For detection of 12
standard planes in mid-pregnancy [14] of fetal ultrasound
used CNNs, applied Long short-term memory models.
Detection of systolic and [15] diastolic movement in cin-MRI
of heart. Authors integrated CT and PET and used
multi-stream [16] CNN's for detection of internal
• B is the number of bounding boxes that can be
predicted also provides a confidence score.
• only one object is detected for any number of
predicted bounding boxes,
• each and every box conditional probability is
provided.
DarkNet53 uses 18.57 billion parameters. Yolo3 does
predictions at distinct scales.
1. The last layer is a feature map layer
2. Goes two-layer back upsamples by 2, after its higher
resolution feature map is taken and element-wise addition is
done with merged upsampled feature map after it applies
convolutional filters on the merged map and makes the
second prediction.
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3. Repeating the 2 procedures until the higher-level
semantic structure of the feature map layer has achieved and
object location with better spatial resolution information is
achieved.
YOLOv3 uses 9 anchor boxes. For each scale, there are
three. The structure of DarkNet is shown in figure 4 used for
this research.

V. PROPOSED MODEL
Models consist of 19 having 8 convolutional layers,4
MaxPooling.one Flatten,2 dense and 2 dropout layers with 1
SoftMax layer figure 4.
Description of the proposed model

Figure 3. Image credits https://towardsdatascience.com/yolo-v3-object-detection-53fb7d3bfe6b

Figure 4 proposed model for classification
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

First block convolutional layer (16,3,3)
Second block convolutional layer (32,3,3)
Second block convolutional layer (64,3,3)
Second block convolutional layer (128,3,3)
2 Dense layers have 128
And 2 Dropout is 0.5
Activation function ReLU is used in each convolutional
layer
• In the end, the sigmoid layer is applied
VI. PROPOSED WORK
our whole work is divided into two parts first automatic
detection of the mitral valve region which is our region of
interest by yolo3, it gives mitral leaflets bounded area, the
second part is to use the proposed model to identify or
classify mitral leaflets whether they are normal or abnormal.
The whole system works automatically end to end, no manual
or human intervention required. The whole pipeline is shown
in figure 5.

Figure 2 DarkNet53

Figure 5 Proposed pipeline.
Table 1. yolo3 configuration
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Table 2. Configuration of the proposed classification
model
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Yolov3 is trained by the collected dataset took 8hr for
training, its configurational parameters are shown in table 1.
The trained model is used to apply on test datasets to create a
bounding box in which mitral leaflets are clearly visible. The
output of yolov3 is cropped to the bounding box for the input
of the classifier model. The cropped image is given as an
input to the classification model which gives whether the
image of normal and abnormal mitral leaflets. Detection layer
is DL
B=9 (number of bounding boxes)
C=1 (Mitral Valve)
The configurational of the classification model is shown in
table 2. For training of the proposed moded took only 1 hr
with 20 epochs.

3

6

Abnormal
305

Figure 8 confusion Matrix
Classification report
precision-recall f1-score support
0
0.98
0.99
0.99
312
1
0.99 0.98
0.99
311
accuracy
0.99
623

VII. RESULTS
After total training time 8hr 20min model trained without
overfitting. Yolov3 has given 85 mAP which is higher.
PR(Precision-Recall) curve on testing data shown in figure 6
shows the performance of yolov3 to localize mitral leaflets
inside bounding boxes. The performance summary is shown
in table 3. As far as the proposed classification model is
concerned classification accuracy reached 98.8 percent on
test data that never been used in training having F1 score 0.
99, testing accuracy 98.5 misclass 0.0144, ROC curve with
AUC 99, confusion matrix have drowned, shown in Figures 7
and 8 respectively. The output of classification results shown
in figure 9. summary of the classification model is shown in
table 4.

Normal3
09

macro avg
weighted avg

0.99
0.99

0.99
0.99

0.99
0.99

623
623

VIII. CONCLUSION
Based on this research it has observed that deep learning
methods can assist accurately to some extent where novice
sonographers make mistakes. It is a stepping stone in the
pathway of deep learning research in echocardiography.it
will help sonographers to identify automatically
abnormalities inn mitral leaflets which are by any case
congenital, rheumatic, vegetation.in spite of the small dataset
for training, the proposed method gives promising results.
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